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Schulson, Associate Professor of Engineering Sciences at the Thayer School of En-
gineering, Dartmouth College, and Dr. W.F. St. Lawrence. Geophysicist, formerly
of CRREL and currently at Polar Alpine Services (Berkeley. California). Tie
original version of this report was a Master of Science thesis prepared by Currier
while at the Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth College.

The work described was made possible by funding from the Army Research Of.
fice, under contract DAAG-29-80-C-004.

There are several incividuals to whom the authors express special thanks: David
Cole for technically reviewing this report ,6ad 'ir his unselfishness and patience in
shaiing his experience and insights, Stephen Ack ley for his major He in initiating
and maintaining interaction between CRREL and the Thayer School. Dr. Malcolm
Mellor for his advice on testing techniques that helped in the formulation of plans
for an important phase of this project, George Lemieux for his personal assist.nce
and the use of his laboratory equipment in the analysis and documentation of
specimens, and David Carbee and the personnel of the Soils Laboratory of CRREL
for their help and encouragement.

The contents of this report are not in be used fo- adrt .ng or promotional pur-
noses. Citation of brand names does not constit.te an official endorsement or ap-
proval of the use of such commercial products.
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A STUDY ON THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF ICE

AS A FUNCTION OF GRAIN SIZE

J.H. Currier, E.M, Schulson and W.F. St. Lawrence

INTRODUCTION 
Ior and Cole 1981), and acoustic emissions during

deformation (Gold 1972, Zaretsky et al. 1979, St.

The understanding of the behavior of ice in Lawrence and Cole 1982) are contributing

many situations of engineering interest is far from significantly to our understanding of the way in

complete. While a great deal of information is which ice behaves.

available on the creep of ice under relatively low Further insight into the phenomena involved in

stresses (Mellor and Testa 1%9, Colbeck and ice failure is offered by Schulson (1979), who ap-

Evans 1973, Weertman 1973, Homer and Glen plied a microstructurally based fracture model, es-

1978), disproportionately little research effort has tablished in metals (Cottrcll 1958, Gilman 1958),

dealt with the strength and the deformation char- to hypothesize the brittle to ductile (B/D) transi-

acteristics of ice subjected to the higher loads tion in polycrystalline ice.

(> 10-1 s-) that are relevant to many practical en- Interest in the brittle to ductile transition in

gineering applications (Gold 1977, Shoji and Hig- polycrystalline material, developed during WorlJ

ashi 1978). 
War I[ when catastrophic failures of welded ship

The variables that are known to be important to plate caused several Liberty Ships to literall.y

the behavior of ice-temperature, strain rate, break in two. Ne-ir that time and in the decades

strain, porosity, grain structure and surface condi- since, similar failures of steel storage tanks and

tion, to name a few-indicate that very complex pressure vessels have prompted more thorough in-

specifications are needed to fully characterize ice vestigations into the service conditions of the ma-

being tested. This characterization is not always terials employed. It is now well known that tem-

complete for the data available, and they often ap- perature and loading conditions-especially the

pear contradictory because important variables effects of stress concentrations- are key factors in

are not constant between studies, There is a great the brittle or ductile behavior of steel components,

need now for tests and formulations that can help as of course are composition and crystal structs re.

unify disparate results and improve the fundamen- Characterization of the transition from ductile

tal understanding of ice behavior for more effec- to brittle behavior of crystalline materials has pri-

tive application to engineering problems. marily focused on metals with body-centered lat-

A new effort in this direction calls for applica- rice structures and has been viewed in terms of a

tion of the concepts and analyses founded it' re- transition temperature for a given material under

search on other materials to the study of ice. Un- given loading conditions, a temperature above

doubtedly the application to ice research of the which the material is ductile and below which it

theory of fracture mechanics (Goodman and behaves in a brittle manner.

Tabor 1978, Schulon 1979), cyclic loading (Mel- In the work cited above, Schulson uses disloca-



tion theory as it applies to ice and the concept of ature on brittle fracture (e.g. Eshelby el al. 1951.
linear elastic fracture mechanics to formulate a Cottrell 1958, Smith and Barnby 1967) lead to an
hypothesis of the quantitative relationship be- evaluation of the requirements for slip propaga-
tween grain size, strain rate, and the B/D transi- lion and for crack nucleation based on data avail-
tion temperature for equiaxed polycrystalline ice able for ice. The conclusion is that neither process
under tension. The purpose of the present work is is significantly more favored than the other under
to test experimentally thp, theory put forth by a given stress state.
Schulson. The approach is unique in studies of ice Given the similar probabilities of slip propaga-
in that it is a systematic investigation of the effect tion and crack nucleation, Schulson's investiga-
of crystal size on the transition behavior, with a lion then considers whether or not cracks that
given set of strain rates and temperatures. This have nucleated will propagate through the speci-
leads to a characterization of the phenomenon in men. To address this question, the concepts of
terms of what may be regarded as a brittle/ductile both dislocation mechanics and linear elastic frac-
transition grain size. ture mechanics are useJ. For the first concept, the

It is important to recognize that in fulfilling this Hall-Petch relationship shows that
purpose significant advances have had to be made
in the technique for testing polycrystalline ice in oy = k+ d (I)
tension. Problems associated with tensile testing
of a truly brittle material are by no means trivial, where ay = yield stress
as has been emphasized by Hawkes and Mellor a, = a measure of the crystal lattice's
(1970, 1972) and Haynes (1973, 1978). These re- frictional resistance to slip
searchers are credited with a great deal of effort k, = a constant reflecting the extent to
toward surmounting these difficulties, which grain boundaries impede slip

The purpose of this research has then been propagation
threefold: d = average grain diameter.

I. To adapt and to refine the procedure
for preparing polycrystalline ice specimens Second, for the fracture toughness concept there is
(developed by Cole [1979 and modified later a critical stress intensity factor Kit above which a
by Pishvanov 11980]), to a process for repro- crack will propagate through the aggregate:
ducibly generating large cylindrical tensile
specimens (L = 23.0 cm, D = 9.1 cm). Kic = YotC) . (2)

2. To design and to build equipment for
loading the specimens in uniaxial tension on where the parameter Y is a geometrical factor de-
a Materials Testing System machine fitted termined by crack shape ( Yequals 2/r for lenticu-
with an environmental chamber. tar cracks). The tensile stress of is the stress applied

3. To carry out tensile tests as needed to in the crack opening mode, and C denotes the
characterize the strength behavior of poly- half-length of the crack.
crystalline ice as a function of grain size, to If the assumption is made that 2C is about equal
test the model V.oposed by Schulson (1979), to the grain size d, then the critical applied stress
and to mnw-.-re the yield strength in com- can be related to other known parameters:
pressiAt, for teasons which will become ap-
parent as the model is presepted. Kic = (2/ir)of(ird/2)A

IACIGROUND 
= (v) ofd"

or =1.K 5d (3)

The model on which this study is based is devel- = 1.3KiA(

oped in detail by Schulson (1979), and will be re- If this critical applied stress for crack propagation

viewed here for the reader. is greater than the yield stress (or > vy), then the
Initially, Schulson's analysis investiptes the material behaves in a ductile manner. If the con-

phenomenon of dislocation pileup in ice grains, verse is true (of < o), then brittle behavior results.
and considers the probability of slip propagation Since the expressions for both oy and ef are de-
into the adjacent grains and of crack nucleation pendent upon the grain size of d, eq I and 3 can be
due to stress concentration at the head of the pile- equated to give a critical grain diameter d.:
up. Established works from the metallurgical liter-

14 ,1612



1.3Kic- kyN'
2  

Using data available, Schulson evaluates this cx-
dc  ( 4) pression over ranges of these test parameters to es-

tablish a basis for experimental investigation. A
This result is analagous to, and may be best dis- laboratory program using a newly developed ten-

played by, the work of Low (1954). Figure I shows sile testing technique was performed to verif) the
tensile fracture stress and compressive yield stress relationship indicated by this quantitative model.
as a function of the square root of the reciprocal
of grain size in a low carbon steel. ,t grain diam-
eters greater than a critical vr -, he tensile DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING TECHNIQUE
strength lies along the line describeo by the yield
stress plot. As grain diametei becomes smaller Test specimens
than dc, the tensile strengths exceed the yield stress Tests were carried out on ice specimens fabri-
by progressively greater amounts. cated in the laboratory using the vacuum tech-

Investigating the elements of eq 4 as they apply nique developed at CRREL by Cole (1979). This
to ice, one can relate the inherent lattice slip technique was modified by Pishvanov (1980) to
resistance ai to both strain rate and temperature produce large cylindrical samples 23.1 cm long
through the expression (e.g. Muguruma 1969) and 9.1 cm in diameter. His modifications were

employed in this study to make specimens of these
SAd e- ..1-'k, (5) same dimensions.

In Cole's method the equiaxed, random nature
where i is strain rate in s , Tis the temperature in of the polycrystalline aggregate is achieved by
kelvins, k is Boltzmann's constant, and A, n and packing a cylinder with ice grains of the appropri-
H are experimental constants. If a, from eq 5 is ate size, evacuating it, flooding it with distilled
substituted into eq 4, the result is a relationship water, de-airing and then freezing the liquid in the
between critical grain size, strain rate and temper- voids between the existing crystal seeds. The
ature: details of the procedure are as follows.

dc /nl 1.3Ktc- ky 2 Seed grains

d ' - 1, €-- nrT!" (6) Seed grains for these experiments had diameters

of 0.42 to 12.7 mm in 12 sieve window categories
(App. A). Specimen seed grains smaller than 2 mm1600I were obtained by crushing hatrvested snow through

. Tons,,, sto*.91 a sieve and allowing the crystals to segregate into
o Comp'esgive YvIld graduated size ranges on smaller sieves below. In a

given size window the variation from average was
1200 kept to about ± 10%, as the uniformity of the

crystal diameters is an important factor when cor-
- relating mechanical properties with grain size. An

important exception to this uniformity is the large
800 - window of d = 0.42 to 0.83 mm, which matches

- ./the seeds used in studies by Hawkes and Mellor
- '(1972), Haynes (1973), Cole (1979) and Pishvanov

(1980).
It is noted that in the Hawkes and Mellor (1972)

400- study, where ice was seeded with sieved snow, the
/ I range of seeds for a given sample was not tightly

I controlled. Although the specimens were fine-
-I grained (d < I mm) so that absolute differences

Z I between seeds were not great, relative differences
0 G were as great as a factor of two. Assuming that

d
-
' (mm') grain size is an important parameter in the brittle

fracture of ice, then the concern should be that the
Figure 1. Compressive yield and tensilefrac- largest grains present, offering larger slip planes
ture strengths of a low carbon steel as afunc- for dislocation pileups, may dictate the behavior,
ion of grain size (alter Low 1954). independent of the actual average grain diameter.

3
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Figure 2. Ice seed grains from 6.30- to 7.93-mm window. Numbered uniti at top are in
centimeters. Note the uniform size and the faceted surface; of the crystals.

Therefore, it must be recognized that, although bitrarily chosen as 10. It was observed that this
polycrystalline ice of a highly uniform grain size water depth also produced ice that was almost en-
may not be common in nature, careful specifica- tirely free of air bubbles. Thin-section analysis
tion of the crystal size is needed for the purposes (discussed more thoroughly later) of resulting ice
of testing hypotheses in which grain diameter is a sheets showed large crystals extending through the
key variable. The relatively larger window for very thickness of the sheet and covering areas on the
fine sieved snow was used here in attempting to order of 100 cml. Thus when the ice sheets were
reproduce the material tested in the earlier work, removed from the pans and broken into pieces of
which apparently had a quite uniform grain size. d < 10 mm it was well assured the vast majority of

Interesting observations came from the large pieces would be single crystals.
samples seeded with snow in the 0.42- to 0.83-mm Ice subcrystals were produced by pounding the
range. Anomalous grain growth occurred both sheets through a grate and sieving the pieces in
during fabrication and after straining. For details standard soil sieves. As with the smaller grains
of these findings, as well as a correlation of the produced from snow, the sieves were sized to give
grain size produced by each seed window, the uniformity of ± 1047. (The 2.4- to 4.0-mm win-
reader is referred to Appendix A. dow was larger because the intermediate sieves

Seed grains larger than 2 mm were made from were not available). The resulting ice grains were
ice sheets frozen on pans of distilled water. Stain- in general equiaxed and very faceted (see Fig. 2).
less steel holding pans were chosen over containers Since the seed grain material was obtained from
made of other materials, as conductiity tests different sources, an effort was made to ensure
showed no contribution from the stainless steel to that the source material did not represent a hidden
the electrolytic impurity content of the water. A variable in the specimens. Conductivity tests were
slow freeze (0.5 cm/hr) in a room at 0'C allowed run on samples of meltwater from the seed grains
air and othe, impurities to be pushed ahead of the and resulting ice to determine electrolytic impurity
freeze front and their concentrations in the ice contents. Measurements were made using a Leeds
sheet to be kept at a low level. The water depth and Northrup conductivity probe and bridge, with
was kept much greater than the thickness of the ice all readings normalized using a compensation fac-
sheet to be grown, giving a large volume of liquid tor to 25 *C. The fine snow grains had a conductiv-
to dilute impurities excluded from the ice as it ity of 9.4 x 10" ohm" cm", while larger grains oh-
formed. A ratio of water desth to ice cover was ar- tained from ice sheets showed an average value of

4
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3.3 10 ohm- cm . The distilled water used in for tensile specimens (see Fig. 3). Both %ere 6161
all phases of the preparation process was from a aluminum cylinders split into halse longitudnalls
distillation system lined with tin throughout, and with the matching faces machined and polished to
had a conductivity of 1.5 ,10 ohm-I cm. The facilitate a tight seal. Bolts along each carn,
specimens sh wed very similar conductivities re- aligned tangential to the cylinder. fastened the
gardless of ihe seeds. The fine-grained samples' halves together securels II was found ihat large
conductivity was 6.0,10- ohm- cm-' and the external clamping rings near each end ot the
value for the coarse-grained was 5.5 . 10" ohm" cylinder improed the ,acuum ,ekl and hu, ,i.e
cm-. Thus it was concluded that the purity of the employed as well.
samples did not vary significantly with the source For tensile specimens which required a -,du,
material used. tion in area of the gauge lc,,gth ttUrther discussion

As a reference, the conductivity value of the of necked specimens is found in .'ljw'tnen l'rodi,
fine-grained samples, 6.0 10-1 ohm-' cm', corre- [ion below), an acrylic (ILucitet sleese, spli into
sponds to 2.5 ppm NaCI. if, as is commonly as- halves, was inserted into (he :cte of the assern
sumed, this salt makes the total contribution to bled aluminum cylinder and fixed there to make a
the ion concentration (Often 1972). dumbbell-shaped chamber. The dimension, oti the

sleeve and of the modified chamber are show, i n
Molding equipment Figure 4. The acrylic material ,as chos n for this

The mold used by Pishvanov (1980) was em- application partly for ease of machinmng, but pri
ployed in the present work, as well as a similar one marils for its thermal c:onducti,,is, witch alloA, it
manufactured with several modifications needed to substitute for a %',lume of ice-water inixture

without significantly perturbing the c.lutidrical
freeze front.

Proper alignment of the end caps perpendicular
to the axis of the cylinder is essential, espt.tall,

SI , , for tensile san iles. This alignment is achieseu is
two carefull% machined aluminum alignment

, Sing.e., rings, each of which was fastened to the outside
- -- .,q face of an end cap and then held in a fixed post-

, E~d CO'P

I A -um En Cop -
I Cy),nder P)9mm)

)iF,ee-~g - 9

230 69 - 100

Figure 3. Cross section of sample mold. Figure 4. Dimensions of dumbbell specimen.
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tion in the cylinder by three screws extending radi- the disc was reset in the chuck with the opposite
ally through the cylinder wall. It is in this position face outward. This face %as first tooled smooth
that the end caps become integral parts of the spe- and perpendicular to the spinning axis. and then
cimen as it is formed, assuring tightly controlled roughened by quickly passing a single-point
alignment for testing. threading tool across it. making circumferential

grooves and plucking cotton fibers out of the lam
End caps inate. A few trials on scrap surfaces determined

The specimen end caps were machined from which relative speed and depth of cut on the tool
sheets of a composite formed by phenolic resin ina- produce a surface of desired roughness.
pregnating layers of linen (Synthane). An effort In the final step the cap was removed from the
was made to keep the end cap material as ompati- lathe chuck and mounted on a milling machine
ble as possible, thermally and elastically, with the table in an indexing head, the smooth face up-
ice to minimize stress at the interface. Table I ward. Three threaded (6-32) holes spaced at 120
compares some important physical propertie, of to one another were machined around the per-
ice and Synthane. meter. These holes would accept the screws by

which the alignment ring was fastened.

Table I. Comparison of some important ph sIcal Preventn of endfadure
properties of ice and Synthane. Deselopmental tensile testing was done using

end caps with the inside (ice interface) tooled to a
-S, nothne ke rough surface as described above. Preliminary

tes.; of the tensile strength of an ice bond with this
(o¢fieni of 3.10-4.0. 10" C to-10 surf, ce were carried out using simple cantilever
thermal expansion o bearr, tests and the results showed consistent
Young's modulus t) 62-96 6Pa 86 GPa stren.ths of 2 MPa.
(at 0PC A number of tensile tests on actual specimens
Poissons ratio W) 0 35 0 33 showed that the adhesion at the icelend cap inter-

22 6 CPa-- 2558 (Pa face was not a weak link in the system, as nearly
.. all tests produced fractures that occurred entirely

in the ice. However, all of these fractures did oc-
cur very near to one of the end caps, and in most

While tl ! end caps used by Pishvanov (1980) cases the break formed a shallow dome and dish
for compre,,on tests were 19 mm thick, untaxial with a flat annular perimeter. A typical fracture
tensile stresses applied in the current series of tests surface of this sort is shown in Figure 5. Although
required thicker, more rigid caps. Both molds such failures were not deemed satisfactory for ob-
were made to accommodate 32-mm-thick end caps taining tensile strength data. they do yield some
without compromising the LID ratio of >2.5 in important information.
the original design. First, these fractures were radially symmetric.

Precise fabrication of the end caps is essential to which is in itself an indication that the stress ap-
the effectiveness of the aligning technique involv- plied to the specimen was indeed uniaxial as in-
ing the retaining rings in the cylinder. The machin- tended. Misaligned loading would be expected to
ing steps used in making an end cap are as follows, result in a fracture that was, if not noticeably

A rough disc was cut from phenolic sheet on a biased, at least less symmetric than the domed
band saw. This was held flat on a milling machine paths produced.
table and a center hc!e drilled and reamed to a Further evidence of axial loading was the nature
19-mm diameter. An arbor was fitted s-cry tightly of the fracture surface itself. Being transgranular
into the hole and held on a lathe spindle in a collet. cleavage fractures, the paths the cracks followed
The circumferential surface of the cap was turned can be retraced by careful inspection of the pat-
down to the final size of D = 9.1 cm. Next the disc tern left on the grains. As a crack propagates
was held in a six-jaw lathe chuck, and the center through a grain, it is energetically more favorable
hole enlarged and threaded to I in.-14 threads, to travel alhrig certain of the crystallographic
with tools held in line on the lathe tail stock. With- planes than others. When the crack tip reaches a
out shifting the disc in the jaws, the outward face neighboring grain in the polycrystal, those favor-
of the disc was tooled slowly to a smooth surface able planes have different orientations in space.
perpendicular to the threaded center hole. Next The crack must in effect "search for" its preferred

6



End Cop

Ice Dome

JC 16
POST-TEST (9 Feb)

Figure 5. Domed ice failure near end cap.

path dictated by the applied stress and the energ) so that there is a differential at the iterface *here
required to cleave available planes. The crack ma) the end cap grips the ice. Since the iceSynthane
locally change directions and planes a number of bond occurs at a temperature very close to O X(
times before arriving at a plane on which it can rel- and the sample must be e,4uilibrated to a test tern
atively easily pass through the remainder of that perature of - 10C. differential thermal contra>-
crystal. This leaves the impression of a river pat- tion causes a shear stress at the interface, While
tern with many tributaries emanating from the this alone is not enough to cause failure, an rp-
side of the grain first reached by the crack. plied tensile stress causes differential lateral con.

By piecing together in this manner the paths traction. superimposing an additional shear tress
that the fracture followed, it was apparent that the at the boundary. At some point in the tensile test.
crack or cracks started near the surface of the the combination of these lffects reaches a c'ical
sample and established the planar annulus around level where the shear component contibute
the perimeter of the cross section first, then propa- enough to the stress state to cause a crack to prop-
gated from many points around the edge and up agate. The shear will be at a maximum near. but
over the dome to a point near the center of the not at. the outer edge of the interface, which fol-
sample, lows from an analysis presented by Hawkes and

The evidence that the dome formed by cracking Mellor (1970) for uniaxial compression on cylin-
from many directions shows that the stress acting dens with radial restraint of the end planes. Thus
at any one point on the circumference of the cross the crack starts near the perimeter of the sample.
section is not significantly greater than at other While the maximum stress acts right at the Ke/end
points. The consistent occurrence of the fractures cap interface, the adhesive resistance offered by
near one of the end caps indicates complication in the indistinct interface causes the crack to travel
the stress state due to the ice/end cap interface. In just inside the ice very near the end cap. This
conjunction with this indication, the annulus-and- reasoning is supported by the I to 2 mm of ice
dome-shaped failure surface leads to the following cover remaining on the edge of the end cap face.
theory of the nature of th,, problem at the end cap As the fracture proceeds inward some distance.
grips, the effective cross-sectional area of the specimen is

Recognizing that elastic and thermal properties reduced and the tensile stress increases to the point
of ice or of an anisotropic laminate such as Syn- where a crack can propagate away from the inter-
thane cannot be precisely specified, it is assumed face and is not restricted to the zone of msaximum
that the values of the elastic moduli and/or ther- shear stress. Now the fracture, propagating in the
mal expansion coefficients do not match perfectly crack opening mode. travels perpendicular to the
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this applcation was made with a H'sol t-povss

0151. twoi-part conioufd The setting period for
a -++ the glue at room temperature is 10 to 12 hr, leas

ing ample time for the fluid mixture to soak into
the wease of the carpet hacking Samples made
with end caps hasing this epoxs :arpMt lace at no

"* .-C -e time eshibited the end 'one Iratures presious

described Working in :onjunclion , with ieh
nique% of reduction in sample cross sewiton j,,d

LI ,grain refinement in end /one , . both of which %ill
be discussed shortly, these modified end ap, were
sery succe%%ful in transmitting tensile siress

-tieur, 6 FThe,,reoial slr'ss statle at end through the %ample end tone%. ",owing fracture
,

tO,' r' si/ipte itlot i(Pii'd /rat ire surfat e. in the central section 'hile this design was em
ployed in all end caps for tension, the simpler
plucked end caps were uscd in compteston am

direction of the maxinium principal stress. This di- rIes (se Fig 1
rection describes a curve, as the shear component
decreas e from a finite salue at the outside of the .Speo'imen prod c rmo
remaining cross section to icro at the center of thc The aluminum sample mold, end :aps and as,-
,pecimen. If, as indicated in Fable 1. E of the ciated parts for assmhl , were equilibrated ti the
end cap is less than that of ice li.e. the erd cap is 12.2 ( coldroom *here the preparatisn pr cess
more compliant), the shear stress due to tension was carried out The inside surfaces of the :s linder
on the system will act radially ,nward in the speci- hales,. and the inside ot the I u :ie sleee in the
men leading to a dome-shaped ice cover adhering case of necked-down tensile sample,, ere
to the end cap after fracture (see Fig. 6). smeared lightly with silicone grease to present ad

If this theory is a salid one, then the problem of hesion of the frozen sample. The halve, of the
the mismatch at the interface could hase one of mold were then carefulli flfed together with one
two solutions. First, an interfacial layer could be strip of Teflon tape laid along the inside of each
included in the bond that was compliant and interface As the tangential bolts and cftcumfeten
therefore would not transmit the shear sitres re- tial clamping rings were tightened firmls. the tar-e
sponsible for the end zone fracture. Second, the helped to form a vacuum-tight seal iee Fill g1
resistance to cracking across the ends could be in- The outside faces of both end caps (ie the sur-
creased by extending the rough interface farther faces that would become the outer ends of the
into the sample than afforded by the simple pluck- sample) were -'neared wilt silicone grease to pre-
ing method, vent ice adhesion, and the aligning rings were at-

The first step taken to solve the interface mis- Iached to these surfaces with three screws spaced
match problem was to incorporate both concepts. around the perimeter. One of these prepared end
A 3-mm sheet of gasket rubber was epoxied to the caps was slid into place at the bottom end of the
end cap and then jute-backed nylon carpet was cylinder and fixed firmly there with radial screws
epoxied to the rubber. It was essential that the ten- extending through the cylinder wall and threading
sile strength of the bond be maintained as the into the side of the ring. The heads of these screws
compliant layer was built in. Thus many material were countersunk and seated on -rings slightly
combinations initially investigated proved unsuc- wetted with vacuum grease to provide a tight seal.
cessful (e.g. softer rubber or foam-backed carpetl. For necked-down samples, the acrylic sleeve was
Several types of adhesives were tried, but none then inserted into the mold and each half was held
was successful in making an intimate bond with in place with a screw extending in from the wall
the rubber layer, causing the laminated configura- 'sat was similar to those used to mount the end
lion to rupture at a very low tensile stress, caps.

Subsequently the rubber layer was not used to At this point the mold was packed with the seed
determine if the carpet, when its jute backing was grains of ice. The crystals were poured into the
thoroughly permeated with epoxy, would give a cylinder in eight layers, each layer beng packed
suitable combination of compliance to shear stress firmly with a circular tamping tool. For compres-
and extension of the interface. Again a number of sion specimens, the entire sample was made from
adhesives were tested and the best bond of all for grains of the same size range. In tensile specimens.



Figure 7. Specimen end caps. Cap at left shows aluminum alrnmnen ring fJawtd to top
of cap, cap in center As modtfied surf"ce where carpet ai epoxied it) end ta to enhance ice
bonding. cap at right is one used in compression samples. shoing roughened honding sur

f-

Figure A. Specimen mold partly assembled. Nvote hole
through which the Whtinder helves arr boled together and
strips of Teflon tape along edges of matchitn faces to prv,-
ride a YiaruinmhitA sal.
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a "tefining" technique was used: 25 mm at each through it to allow access to the sample chamber

end of the mold was packed with very fine snow for the evacuation and flooding s)stems. The es-
crystals sieved to between 0.42 and 0.83 mam. and posed end of each tube was capped with a *'quick-

the central region was filled with the appropriate connect" %alve for convenient sealed attachment
larger seeds (except when the entire sample was The assembled mold was then transferred to a
seeded with the fine snow). coldroom held at 0C. Placed in an upright post.

This technique of refining the grains in the ends lion. the sample chamber was connected to a
of tensile samples was employed in an effort to en- vacuum system through the top access tube, the
sure that fracture would occur in the central sec- bottom access remaining sealed. The sample *a%
tion of the cylinder. As a higher tensile strength evacuated to a pressure of not greater than
was expected for a finer-grained aggregate, this 200x 10-' mm Hg and held there for not less than
concept seemed reasonable, IL neither imposed a 2.5 hr in order to remove most of the gas from the
geometrical stress concentration nor caused a de- chamber.
viation from the uniaxial stress state in the center Following this phase. and with the vacuum
of the specimen. Important to note, however, is maintained, distilled, degassed water that had been
that, although this method was effective in dealing held in an air-tight tank at O*C was introduced
with problems in the stress field, it complicated through the bottom access tube and allowed to
the measurement of strain. Relative displacement percolate up through the compacted crystals.
of the end caps represented the strain in the fine- When the liquid level reached the top of the sam-
grained end zones superimposed on that of the ac- pIe, the vacuum was disconnected and a drain

tual test material in the central zone. The refining hose open to atmospheric pressure replaced it- By
technique was used in conjunction with the dumb- regulating a feed valve the water head was kept
bell shape on samples made in the late stages of high enough so that no air was let into the sample
testing and having fine-grained gauge lengths of d as the drain line was connected, and the fkw rate
< 2 mm. The end-refining method proved to be was set to an estimated 0.5 cm' s". This slow
sufficient by itself on all larger-grained samples. flushing was maintained throughout the freezing

When the cylinder was fully pecked with seeds, process an served to carry impurities and dis-
the top end cap was dropped into place and car solved gas out of the sample.
was taken to make it sit flush on the seed crystals The mold was frozen by means of a coil of cop-
when in its proper position. This top cap was fixed per tubing wrapped around the cylinder and circu-
in place in the same manner as the bottom cap. lating glycol coolant from a constant temperature

The final step in the assembly process was to fit bath at - 5 IC. The sample mold during freezing is

each end of the cylinder with a rubber stopper to shown in Figure 9. The coolant circulation was
complete the vacuum-tight seal. Each stopper had begun as the water level reached the top of the
a segment of 6.4-mm-l.D plastic tube fitted mold.

10



This freezing method was designed to promote a
cylindrical freeze front that travels radially inward
from the mold *all and closes on the core of the
cylinder Inspection of partially frozen samples
that were taken from the cooling coil confirmed
that the unfrozen portion of the sample was a
.Alindrical core. Slow solidification in this manner
aiowed impurities to be kept ahead of the freeze
front and continually flushed away, minimized
freezing strain% due to the phase change of trapped
water, and produced a uniform polycrystalline
specimen (Cole 1979). The normal tirie until
flushing had stopped, indicating freezing to the
core, was about 6 hr. giving an avcrage radial
freezing rate of 2.1 - 10 'mm s". The specimen
was left in the cooling coil for at least 3 hr after
flushing ceased to assure compke freezing. The
mold was then removed to a room at - 5 C where
it was dismantled and the specimen extracted, The
ice was inspected for quality and the dimensions
of the sample were measured with vernier calipers.

For storage until use. the ice cyhndm were
wrapped in cellophane and sealed in a plastic bag
with about one cup of crushed ice. This crushed
ice helped to maintain a high water vapor pressure
around the specimen to reduce sublimation. The
sample was then sealed in a second plastic bag and
left standing upright at - I0C. The practice was
adopted of storing each cylinder before use for at
least 24 hr but not more than 10 days. in order that -o"r' O. (if n- rarei d .w'tremed. %oae ih ihw 

any residual strains from molding might be re-
laxed, but long-term recrystallization or sublima-
tion would be avoided.

fined to consistently produce acceptable test speci-

.peImen quality mens. The mean of the density measurements was
Several methods were used to characterize the 0.9163 g cm". with a standard deviation of

ice specimens fabricated for testing. Measure- 0.0004. The theoretical density of polycrystalline
ments of the density of the material and its bubble ice at - PC is 0.9171 g cr', baed on a value at
content were made to quantitatively describe 0"C of 0.9164 g cm' and a linear thermal expan -
quality. Measurements of the eccentricity of the sion coefficient of 52 K 101/ IC (Hobbs 1974).
cylinders indicated the extent to which the mold- Upon visual inspection, fine-grained specimens
ing apparatus produced specimens that would be were very clear throughout, except for a cloudy
well aligned under a uniaxial load. Thin-section column about 10 mm in diameter which ran along

analysis facilitated inspection of crystal structure. the axis of the cylinder (see Fig. 10). This column
Following are more detailed descriptions of each is attributed to gas bubbles which were trapped as
of these methods of analysis. the freezing front encroached on the center of the

Density was determined by an iso-octane dis- cylinder.
placement test performed at - 5 C. The sample Specimem with larger gtrains made from ice
was weighed in air on a laboratory balanc, then shae had visible bubbles segregsted at the grain
immersed in trimethylpetane of a known density boundaries. making the whole sample appIar
and weighed with the same balance while suspend- somewhat cloudy. Figure I Ia shows a 5-mm-thick
ed in the liquid. From these Jata, a volume and wafer of a sample, in which this condition was es-
unit weight could be calculated. Iso-octane tests pecially prevalent, exposed to oblique lighting to
were carried out for I I samples, all of which were enhance the visibility of the bubbles. In order to
made after the fabrication process had been re- put in perspective the extent to which the lighting
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Figure 12. Thin section of a fine-graned specimen.

enhanced the effect. Figure I lb shows a similar view. Four sample% were measured in tht, was,
view of the same %ample that appears in Figure 10. two fine-grained samples showing 1 5 bubble%
The reason for the appearance of bubbtles at the mm ' with a mean radii% of (.O mm. and two
boundaries of the large grains is not understood. coarse-graned %amples giving ( 15 bubbles mm
One line of reasoning is that the surfaces of ice with a 0.12-mm radius.
grains that have been crushed from a sheet, as op- Eccentricity of a specimen was checked h
posed to %now grains, offer sites that are ener- mounting the cylinder in a comparator and spin-
getically more favorable for nucleation of bubbles ning it on its axis while meas.,ring relative deflec
during freeiing. tion of at dial indicator set radially against its side

Bubble content was quan,,ed by viewing For spinning, the end cap of the samples wsi c,;:
wafers of ice under a microscope. The method was ted with center-drilled, threaded i I in. - 14 threadsl
that described by DeHoff (1968) for characteriza- plugs for alignment in the same manner as the
iib., of a second phase dispersed in a matrix. Bub- loading yokes for testing. While not ese , %ample
bles were assumed to be spherical, and the follow- tested was checked for eccentricity, at 'east one
ing equations apply: sample made with each of the eight pairs of end

caps was measured to make sure that all were con-
N, = 2NaZ/r sistent and that poorly machined or damaged caps

were not used. The maximum dial gauge deflec-
where N, is the number of spheres per unit volume tion measured on any of the samples was 0.56
of the phase being measured, N. is the number of mm. which. according to analyss used by Hawkes
inter ections a plnar surface makes with the and Meiler (1972) and Haynes (1973) in their ten-
phas -, per unit area, and Z is the reciprocal of the sile experiments, translate- to a maximum poten-
aver. qe intersection diameter. The average radius tial error in measured strength of 2.5%
R of the spheres of the dispersed phase is given by: For crystallographic analyses of specimens, thin

sections were made for viewing between cross-
R = ir/(4Z). polarized sheets according to the procedure de-

tailed in Appendix B. Figures 12-14 show cross
The total number of bubbles intersected in a sections of samples of small, intermediate, and

plane of focus of the microscope was counted, and large-grained samples, The equiaxed nature of the
the diameter of each intersection was measured ac- crystals and their uniformity can easily be seen by
cording to a cale displayed across the field of the contrast between grains. The random orienta-
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Figure 13. Thin section of a sample with intermediate-size grains.

Figure 14. MRi ject:ion of sample mae with large grains.
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Figure 15. Longitudinal thin section of large-
grained sample with refined end zones, aierfrac-
lure. Note equiaxed. randomlY oriented crvstal strut
ture in this plane as wrl. sharp transitons betwen
gauge length and fine-grained ends, and fracture
through sample in gauge length

lion is reflected in the varying brightness of the of the grains arc interedted at less than their mean
grains, as the amount of light that can pass dimension. The extent of this underestimation is
through a polarizer, the specimen, and then the pointed out in Appendix A.
analyzer depends on lattice orientation of the ice
(see App. B). Tem1e tesliag

Figure 15 shows a longitudinal section of a sam-
pie that has been tested. The randomly oriented, Test equipment
equiaxed grain structure is seen to exist along the Tests were carried out on a closed-loop electro-
length of the sample. The sharp transition between hydraulic testing machine (by MTS) with an envi-
the refined zones and the gauge length is also ronmental control cabinet between the crossheads.
readily apparent. The bottom crosshead was fixed and loading was

The average grain size of the specimens was from a 98,000-N capacity actuator mounted on
measured from thin sections by the line intercept the top crosshead.
method. Grain size determination was made im- A major element in a tensile testing program for
mediately after a section was taken to avoid error a brittle material is devising a loading train that
from possible recrystallization or grain growth. applies pure uniaxial tension. Hawkes and Mellor
To make the measurement, a line 80 mm long was (1972) and Haynes (1973) have dealt with direct
laid across the surface of a section and the number uniaxial tensile testing of ice at CRREL and the
of grains traversed by chat line was counted. Five former work presents a comprehensive review of
repetitions of this at five random orientations in other endeavors in the field. To the authors'
the plane were made, and the lota line length di- knowledge, no technique has been developed to
vided by the total number of grains crossed equaled date which is entirely successful in applying pure
the grain size, d. It is recognized that this method uniaxial tension. Load alignment is a significant
underestimates the actual grain size because most problem, which has been aggravated by freezing
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the end caps onto the specimen after it has been the hollow shaft. Sample alignment consisted of
formed. Cables used to load in tension have pro- simply lifting the top yoke into alignment with the
yen more compliant than is desirable. Fractures ball on the top ram, and sliding the connection pin

have most often occurred near the ends of the spe- through both, then pulling the bottom ball into its
cimens, indicating that stress concentrations are yoke and pinning there. Any slack remaining in
introduced by the specimen geometry or the grip- the system could be taken up by raising the actu-
ping method. ator.

As no acceptable loading system was available, Load on the specimen was measured by a BLH
a device was designed and built to satisfy the re- 45-kN tension-compression load cell mounted on
quirements of this study. The desigtt specifications the bottom crosshead. It had the I in.- 14 common
of the tensile loading system were I) that it apply threaded hole so that the loading train was screwed
only uniaxial tension to the specimen, 2) that it be directly into it. The output was displayed on an os-
compatible with the aligned end caps, 3) that it cilloscope for easy monitoring during testing as
have a low compliance to minimize stored strain well as on a pressurized ink strip chart recorder.
energy, 4) that it interface with the available test- The load cell was calibrated on the testing machine
ing equipment, and 5) that it allow quick setup and the calibration cell used was traceable to the
and connection inside the environmental chamber National Bureau of Standards.
to avoid thermal disturbances of the specimen. Specimen deformation during testing was moni-

The system developed is shown in Figure 16. A tored by two G.L. Collins SS-103 direct current
ball joint and yoke combination is used at each displacement transducers (DCDTs) positioned
end of the specimen. The spherical ball joint is a along the specimen axis and diametrically op-
component manufactured by the Split Ball Bear- posed. A double clamp arrangement allowed axial
ing Division of MPB Corporation, and is rated for displacement between the inner edges of the end
a tensile force of 31.14 N (7000 Ibf). In this ball caps to be measured. The DCDT barrels were
joint a sintered i-ot: ball rotates freely in a carbur- fixed firmly to the top cap while the sliding cores
ized steel race and nas a 15-mm hole through its rested on posts attached to the bottom cap (see
center where load may be applied. A yoke and pin, Fig. 17).
made of cold-rolled 1020 carbon steel, were ma- The DCDTs were powered by a 6-V d.c. input
chined for each ball joint such that the iron ball and the two output signals were recorded on the
fitted snugly into the yoke and the pin slid through strip chart alongside the load trace. Strain was cal-
to make a rigid tensile connection. The shanks of culated on the basis of the average of the output
the yokes were threaded (I in.-14 'h,eads) to turn signals for most of the tests, and a single DCDT
directly into the holes in the specimen end caps. was relied upon in cases where one was not opera-
Connections were also made to adapt the ball joint tional throughout a test. The procedures for cali-
shafts to I in.-14 threads so that they threaded in- bration of the D(OTs is given in Appendix C.
to the MTS ram or bottom crosshead. The yokes Acoustic emissions generated by the specimen
allowed for specimen rotation in the horizontal during deformation were monitored in many of
plane. Also, up to 80 of specimen misalignment the tests, allowing detection and recording of frac-
from vertical, even in the most restrictive direc- ture activity prior to specimen failure. An acoustic
tion, was possible. The device is simple and may transducer was placed in contact with the side of
be quickly mounted inside the environmental the specimen, as shown in Figure 17. Its signal was
chamber. preamplified by 60 dB and band-pass filtered be-

The yokes were screwed into the sample end tween 100 kHz and 300 kHz. Additional amplifi-
caps during preparation in a coldroom, and the cation brought the total gain to 88 dB. The signal
ball joints fixed into the MTS crossheads prior to was processed through a post-amplifier anu 3n

testing. A special feature was built into one of the event counter for recording purposes. For further
ball joint connections (shown in Figure 16, and al- details of the acoustic emission detection system,
ways used on the bottom in these tests) to allow the reader is referred to a recent work by St. Law-
for specimen setup without exact crosshead posi- rence and Cole (1982).
tioning. The adapter from the female thread inside
the ball joint shaft to the I-in.-14 male thread was Test procedure
of a variable length, having a shaft with a shoulder Prior to testing, the ice specimens were taken
which slid inside the hollow, larger threaded sec- from storage at - 109C and the threaded end cap
tion. This allowed about 20 mm of extension be- holes and the sides of the end caps were scraped
fore the shoulder seated firmly against the end of clear of ice. In order to remove surface defects,
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I '"DCOT

Acoustic Emission
Transducer

" C DT Clamp

Load Cell

Ftgure 17 Tensile testing equipment in environmental chamber ready for testing.

relief caused by sublimation during storage, the out at - 10C ±0.20 C.specimens were rubbed firmly. Care was taken to All tests were run at a constant machine speedgive a uniform polish which resulted in a smooth of 2.3 x 10-' cm s-I which corresponds to a speci-surface over the length of the specimen. men strain rate of 10" s'. Because the loadingNext the DCDT clamps were fastened on by cir- system and end caps were not perfectly rigid,cumferentially tightening screws and the trans however, the strain rate that the specimen actuallyducer barrels and cores were put in place. The experienced was lower than this, as is discussed inloading yokes were then screwed into the end caps Experimental Results. The actuator excurion wasfirmly, with special care taken to hold the cap he- begun with a slight amount of slack in the system,ing fitted to avoid torsional loading of the ice. and thus the initial load was zero. As the loadingThe specimen was then quickly transported to train reached its full extension the load rose slowlythe environmental testing chamber in an insulated from zero and the test was begun. The load curvebox, where it was aligned in the loading train as and DCDT outputs were recorded simultaneouslydescribed previously. The DCDT leads were con- on the strip chart. Acoustic activity was plottednected by quick pin connectors to power and read- against time on another chart alongside aout devices, and their initial output checked to be duplicate load curve.sure it was in the calibrated linear range. A ther- The strain rate and temperature regime usedmocouple was placed in the cabinet near the sam- was not chosen for application to a specific prob-pie to monitor temperature. All tests were carried lem, but rather because this regime was a reason-
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Thomson Linear
Boll 8eoring

Load Spreader

-DCDT

Loading Frame

Figure 18. Compresion test equipment.

able one in which to search for a B/D transition, to the end of the shaft, and this load spreadc.- was
and because those test conditions could be easily threaded tightly into the top sample end cap. Load
reproduced in subsequent experiments, to the shaft was applied by the actuator through a

spherical ball seat. Thus the force was transmitted
Compression testing through the Thomson bearing uniaxially to the

With the exception of the loading train, the specimen. The apraratus is shown in Figure 18.
equipment used for the few compression tests was As a sample was prepared, it was hand-polished
the same as that used for the tensile tests. The in the same manner as for tensile tests, then set ip
DCDT! were mounted on the sample in the same in the compression frame in the coldroom. The
way, but the load cell was mounted on the actu- sides of the open frame were fitted with insulated
ator above the sample instead of underneath as panels in order for the apparatus to be carried to

before. tht lest chamber.
The compressive load alignment system was Tests were again carried out at - lOC and at a

that used by Pishvanov (1980). The sample sat constant machine speed corresponding to a strain
flush on the base platform of a steel fram-, and a rate of l0' s-' for the 23.1-cm specimen. The rate
shaft ran from the sample through a Thomson lin- according to the DCDT output was less than that
ear ball bushing bolted to the top of the frame. A calculated from the machine speed. but this effect
conical section to spread the load was threaded in- was not as pronounced as in the tensile tests.
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Table 2. Tensile test data.

Grain Time a,, Strain to st-ema at Stma, a,
W,.e failure failure i fa/lure onset of AL Total 41

Test ramy (5) IDC-D T (crsshead) (.4Pa, fMP) to Jlure'

27 5.9 346 0.0003 0.0035 0.864 - -
31 58 342 0.0002 0,0034 0.864 0 339 30 8
32 46 332 0,0003 00032 0881 0 105 23 8
33 3.6 342 0.0003 0.0034 0,898 -

34 I I 400 00003 00040 1186 - -

38 i 0 376 0.0003 0.0038 1.186 - -
39 J4 390 0.0004 0.' 119 1 186 -
40 3.2 386 0.0(04 0 0.915 0457 10 I
41 5.1 396 0.0004 , ,40 0.915 0.559 22 6
42 3.8 405 0.0005 0.0041 0.932 0. 30 9 I
43 5.9 337 0.0002 0.0034 0,779 0339 4 8
44 1.5 494 0.0013 0.0050 1.094 0.322 28 6
45 2.6 248 0.0002 0.0025 0.948 0.542 6.6
49 4.3 225 0.0002 0.0023 0.899 0.525 12 I
50 2.5 310 0.0005 0.0031 1.100 0.305 24 2
52 7 3 190 0.0002 0.0019 0.805 0.457 2 1
54 (N) 1.6 175 0.0O4 0.0040 1.156 0.903 1 3
55 (N) 1.1 196 0.0007 0.0044 1.265 0361 42

I Acoustic Emissions in terms of esents cm
(N-signifies necked specimen.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fracture of large grains was mainls by cleaage
through the crystals but, as grain size decreased.

Tensile tests some cleavage could be seen along grain boun-
The results of 18 tests are summarized in Table daries where the break left rougher, but more uni-

2. Test conditions are constant throughout at a formly textured facets. A complete characteriza-
temperature of - IO°C and a machine speed of lion of the fracture mode for all grain sizes cannot
2.3 10-' cm s' (a strain rate of 10- s'). The grain he made without further analysis.
size, as measured by the intercept method, was the From the observed cleavage patterns, however,
variable parameter and ranged from 1.0 to 7.3 the crack path could usually be retraced to show
mm. the point of origin, and on a few of the samples

Failure occurred within the region of controlled two different points were found. Identified sites of
grain size for all tests presented here. In all cases fracture initiation were spread apparently ran-
the fracture surfaces were perpendicular to the domly across the cross section and showed no cor-
tensile axis and faceted (Fig. 19 and 20). ('lose in- relation with the constant orientation of the load-
spection of the faces immediately after testing re- ing yokes and ball joints.
vealed that the mode of fracture in the larger- It should be noted that early tests on relatively
grained aggregates was primarily transgranular fine-grained samples (specimens 33, 34, 38, 39)
cleavage. The familiar streaks and dendri'ic pat- were carried out with full cylindrical specimens
terns running away from the grain boundaries in having only slight grain refinement working to
t.ie direction in which the crack propagat.d were strengthen the end zones. Strain data for these
readily apparent. In the finer-grained sp.cimens. tests could not be extended to later stages because
some cleavage features did stand out, but were not of yielding in the carpet/ice interface region and
as extensive, possibly because each cleaved surface weak epoxy bonding. However, the load contin-
was much smaller than those with large grains. ued to increase to the fracture stress listed, and
Replicas of three of the fractures were made by these data were included because failure eventual-
covering the surface with a solution of Formvar in ly occurred in the controlled grain size region of
ethane dichloride, allowing it to set, and melting the cylinder. As the testing technique was refined.
the ice away. Examination of the replicas under a all end cap carpets were rebonded with the
microscope and stereo-microscope (see Fig. 21) stronger epoxy, and very fine-grained samples
supported the observations mentio:ned above, were necked down in the controlled grain size re-
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Figure 19. Full c'lindrical specimen fractured in tension.

1 0m
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Figure 20. Tensile fracture surface revealing cleavage pattern.
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f igure 21. Phowomirograph (26X) of cleaved ice Figure 22. fine-grained wimple with reduced ven*
surface. Note ,nierset-ficn oft hree grain houndiriei in fral setlion.
loiter right and cleavage wepi helo.. grain boundac'i in
upper le t
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Figure 23. Stress-strain plots for tension tests. Figure 24. Tensile strength vs grain size.
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dergoes signifi!.'t plastic flow before tensile fail-

ure, and

2 o kyd - (2)

if fracture occurs at the onset of yielding.
-To investigate these relationships, the fracture

stress is plotted against the square root of the re-
1 ciprocal of grain size in Figure 25. Inspection indi-
J cates a good straight line fit through the points. If

consideration is first given to eq I, it is seen that
0 e- 8 the failure stress should go to zero as d goes to a

large value. However, the plot clearly shows that,

although of decreases with increasing grain size,
the intercept at Ild " = 0 is much greater than

04 08 zero. Hence it is suspected that eq I does not ade-
02 04 06 0 a 0 quately describe the data. Equation 2 predicts an

d r intercept, which physically is the lattice's friction-
al resistance to slip. This quantity may be reason-

Figure 25. of vs d " for tension tests. ably well estimated by considering the magnitude
of the fracture stresses observed. It must be lower
than the stress level at fracture of the largest-

gion (specimens 54 and 55. see Fig. 22). This com- grained specimens tested (see Fig. 25) and. from
bination proved effective, as the I I subsequent the trend in the data, it may be assumed that the
tests showed no end-failure problem, strength would be reduced to about 0.6 MPa when

The strain to failure given by the DCDT output essentially no grain boundaries impede slip. This is
is compared in Table 2 to the theoretical strain cal- consistent with the value of 0.8 MPa for single
culated by time to failure and crosshead speed. In crystals presented by Muguruma (1969).
general, the DCDT output is nearly one order of Now if eq 2 is restated and the logarithm of the
magnitude smaller, indicating that the samples ac- expression taken,
tually experienced a strain rate of 10" s-1.

Typical tensile stress-strain curves for four dif- =kyd
n  (3)

ferent grain sizes in the range tested are shown in
Figure 23. All are quite similar in shape, steadily log(o-o) = Iogky + nlogd (4)
decreasing in slope until fracture. No clearly de-
fined linear elastic portion of the curves can be a linear regression based on the data in terms of d
discerned, which is a reasonable result for a visco- and (o- oi), with vi taken as0.6 MPa, will give ex-
elastic material such as ice deformed at this rate. plicit values for the Hall-Petch slope k and the

The tensile test data are displayed in their sim- exponent n. Such an analysis gives k7 = 6.02 MPa
plest form in Figure 24 where fracture stress is m" and n = -0.51, with a correlation coefficient
plotted as a function of grai- size. A marked grain of 0.92. This result is a strong indication that the
size effect is readily seen, as stress to cause frac- fracture stress obeys the Hall-Petch relationship
ture drops significantly with increase in average as theorized with a grain size dependence of d .
grain diameter. This result is predicted where a Results of the acoustic emission monitoring in-
fracture model based on dislocation theory is dicated little or no cracking activity up to a certain
thought to be valid, as described below, stress, and then impulses were detected at an in-

The question that now arises is: What func- creasing rate as the load progressed upward to
tional relationship do the data obey? From Schul- fracture. The environmental chamber had a win-
son's (1979) theory outlined above, two forms of dow through which the sample could be observed
equations predicted by che model are obeyed in the during testing, and no visible cracks were observed
respective regimes where they apply: prior to total specimen failure. The acoustic data

for test 40 are plotted with the stress-strain curve
of = YKIcd-'  (I) in Figure 26 to show an example of how the num-

ber of events detected typically varied with de-
which describes fracture stress if the material un- formation. The stress corresponding to onset of
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detectable acoustic activity was fairly constant for Compression tests

all tests in which end failure was not seen. The Five compression tests were carried out on %pe-
notable exception is test 54 in which onset came at cimens having a range of grain sizes from 1. 1 mm
2 to 3 times the stress level of the other tests for an to 6.3 mm. The primary purpose of the compres.
unknown reason. With this point included among sign tests was to determine the yield strength of
the data, the mean value of stress at onset of emis- tle material. This compressive yield strength
sion is 0.430 MPa with a standard deviation of could be compared to the tensile fracture strength

0.163, or 37% of the mean. to further test the theory of a B/D transition grain
In evaluating the acoustic data, a concern was size. Of interest also were the ultimate strength

that activity may have occurred within the epoxy data and the acoustic emission data obtained from
bond and that this activity was responsible for the compression tests.
some of the impulses detected. Two control tests The results of four compression tests at a ma-
were run in which the two end caps were bonded chine speed corresponding to a strain rate of 10-'
directly onto one another with the Hysol 0151, s' are presented as stress-strain curves in Figure
and were pulled in the normal fashion to a load of 28. Actual strain recorded indicates that the sam-
11,120 N, exceeding all stresses reached in tests. In pies underwent a strain rate of about 7.5 x 10' s".
both trials the acoustic activity remained very near A fifth test with d = 1.1 mm was loaded at a rela-
zero compared to that detected during actual test- t; c!) high strain rate initially due to a machine
ing. Figure 27 compares the number of acoustic malfunctior, and a comparable stress-strain plot
events detected vs stress during a typical test with is not available. The specimen was reloaded at the
the number detected at the corresponding stress normal strain rate of 10-' s' and continued defor-
values in the control t,.I,. It is concluded that mation to a maximum compressive load of 4.06
essentially all of the acoustic emissions detected MPa.
were generated only in the ice.
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Figure 28. Stress-strain curves for compression tests.
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Figure 29. Tensile stress-strain curve piotted with compres-
sion stress-strain curve.

The compression tests were carried out to great- spectively). However, the tests are too few to give
er than 2% strain in each case, and maximum load reliable yield strengths, or to assess results relative
occurred at 0.25 to 0.30% strain in three samples to other work on the subject. Figure 29 shows a
and at 0.70% strain in the fourth. This is a lower typical tensile stress-strain curve and a typical
amount of strain for maximum stress than the val- compression stress-strain curve plotted on the
ue commonly found in other studies of around same scale for comparison.
1.0% (Hawkes and Mellor 1972, Mellor and Cole The maximum stress achieved during compres-
1982). sive deformation was found to decrease consis-

The stress-strain curves show no consistent tently with increase in grain size. In keeping with
linear region to the onset of plastic strain from the findings from the tensile strength data, the
which yield stresses can be identified. The notice- maximum stress in compression was plotted
able deviation from linearity appears to occur at a against d- ' , shown in Figure 30. The points for
strain of approximately 2 x 10" and at a stress of I four of the tests are shown to be very nearly co-
MPa for tests 46 and 48 (d = 5.4 and 4.0 mm re- linear, with the fifth test lying well below this line.
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Figure 30. Maximum compressive stress vs d

figure 31, C omprevion iainple after test %c,,e
that bulk (if sampl/e appears %-hit#, as a result offructur-

Figure 32. Cross section of a Compression sample a/tar test. N-Ir, abundance of Cracks
throughouit
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withstood man) more fracture events in compres-
sion than in tension. A cross section of a strained
compression sample is shown in Figure 32 where
extensive cracking can be en.

Cracking in the ends of specimens within 20 mm
of the caps was suppressed and those regions re-
mained clearer. It is proposed that the abence of

T, a crack-inducing stress state in the end zones was
due to a triaxial state of stress imposed by the end
caps. This follows from an analyss presented by
Hawke% and Mellor 119701 which shows that all
stress components are compressive in a specimen
near a restrictive end plane (see Fig. 33).

DISCUSSION

Ftigure 33. Stress state near end of sain-
pie during ('wnpres-son test. In discussing the significance of the findings of

this study, it is helpful to review briefly the results
achieved.

I The uniaxial tensile fracture stress of
Thus the analysis of the data was based on the the polycrystalline ice tested decreases with
former four points only. The slope of the line increasing grain size at - I0C and 10' s
shown in Figure 30 is k,. which is found to be 2. The data fit the Hall-Petch equation,
0.095 MPa m'". This is in excellent agreement where a, varies as d" '

.

with the value of 0.097 MPa m 1 for columnar- 3. The apparent strength attributable only
grained ice with random --axis orientation to frictional resistance of the lattice is 0.6
(Musuruma 1969). MPa.

Crack formation could be easily seen in the 4. The Hall-Petch slopes for tension and
specimens during the tsts. Cracks appeared compression are 0.02 MPa m: and 0.10
abruptly with their surfaces at orientations within MPa m". respectively.
400 of the specimen axis as far as .ould he estab 5. Many microfracture events occur prior
lished visually, and were not seen to propagate to tensile fracture.
further after formation. In the compression test 6. The stress level at onset of acoustic
for which acoustic emissions were monitored, the emissions (with a gain of U dB) is roughly
first visual observation of cracking coincided constant for tests of all gran sizes, and is
closely with the beginning of acoustic impulse de- about 0.4 MPa.
tection. This onset of cracking occurred at a stress 7. Although no definitive yield point was
of 0.34 MPa. a value near the stress at onset of seen in the ccmprestuon tests, acoustic emis-
acoustic impulses during tensile deformation. This sion data taken on one test show the onset of
is interesting to note since io visually observed acoustic emissions at about the same stress
cracks were produced during all acoustic emission level as for tension, and visible fractures ac-
prior to fracture in tensile specimens. The obser- company this onset.
vation is that much larger cracks arc formed in a Implicit in the achievement of reproducible ten-
compression test than in a tensile test at a given sile test results is the successful development of the
stress level. Further investigation of this phenome- testing technique. The system of carpeted end caps
non will not be discussed here, pending more test complementing grain refinement in the end zones
results to support the observation, of the sample and reduced cross section coniss-

During the tests the specimens became cracked tently resulted in fracture in the central region of
to the extent that they turned from transparent to the specimen. The yoke-and-ball joint konding
white (see Fig. 31) and the cylinders became no- train performed to specifications, being a very
ticeably barreled. The acoustic activity accom- convenient device to use and giving no evideince of
panying strain to failure in the example seen was other than pire uniaitial lodiny.
53 events cm-'. and the total of emissions to 2% The measured tensile strengths cannot be direct-
strain was about 250 events cm-'. The sample ly compared to any found pr-viously. since no
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-- - drawn. This line is included in Figure 34 to show
S)..... .where the data lie in relation to it. The indication

Nov.* is that the smaller-grain size data of the current
work lie at stresses too low to substantiate this ex-
planation. Making a determination difficult, how,-

- ever, is the sensiti ity of ice to change in test tem-
* I peratures in the range above - 10'C. and possible

S" •"sample size effects.
Considering that the tensile fracture %trecs data

closely obey the H-all-Petch equation.

,1 and that the expression derived from the fracture
U 04 08 12 G toughness concept.

of = )'Klcd
figure 34. Current results .) plotted with
ranges of earlier data from Hawkes and Mellor does not adequately describe what is observed, it
1972. and Haynes 1973). may be concluded that all of the fractures lie in the

brittle regime. The fit is good evidence in support
of the theory that brittle fracture stress varies as

other tests on randomly oriented, equiaxed poly- d ;
crystalline ice of these grain sizes have been car- While it was hoped that the brittle/ductile tran-
ried out. rensile strengths reported by Hawkes sition at these test conditions would have been en-
and Mellor (1972) and by Haynes (1973), all for compassed by the range of grain sizes used, prac
ice of 0.7-mm average grain size as measured by tical constraints of sample size and seeds available
the line intercept method, are shown with data have kept all grain sizes at d d. Based on these
from the present work in Figure 34. Results of test results, the indication is that, if smaller grain
Hawkes and Mellor were recurded at a test tem- sizes are not achievable, the strain rate must be
perature of - 7 *C, and at a strain rate comparable lowered or the temperature elevated to reach the
to that experienced by the specimens in this study. 8,D transition.
Haynes' data are from - 71C and a strain rate of While it is recognized that the data cannot ptu-
10° s-'. The tests run by Haynes were triaxial tests duce an intercept a, entirely independently of the
with a comprtssion-tension ratio of 0.21. Al- grain size exponent n. a reasonably objective esti-
though the current results show an increase in ten- mate was made at 0.6 MPa based on the trends
sile strength toward smaller grain sizes, the data seen. As stated earlier, this value agrees well with
do not extrapolate to the other results shown. A 0.8 MPa used in developing the quantitative
consideration is that the transition t) ductile be- theory (from Muguruma 1969).
havior is predicted to lie at a grain size smaller Interesting results were seen in determining the
than any of those tested here, and a corresponding Hall-Petch slope ky. The compression data did re-
increase in slope in the plot of of vs d ' is expect- produce very closely the value found in earlier
ed, Whether this transition is manifested in the compression experiments (Muguruma 1969). while
data for smaller grain sizes is yet a matter of spec- the slope for tension was significantly lower. The
ulation. The theory presented above suggests that values are 0.10 MPa m ' and 0.2 MPa m'l. respec-

tively. The obvious question is: Why is there such
Of = 1.3Kikd - '  a big difference between the Hall-Petch slopes for

the two modes of deformation? With considera-
in the ductile regime. Extrapolating this equation tion of the processes involved, two answers to this
to a large value of d, the intercept on a of vs d-6 question are proposed.
plot will pass through the origin. Based on this First, it is recognized that ky for tension was ob-
piece of information and the assumption that the tained through a relationship of fracture stress to
higher fracture stress at a small grain size is in the d' V, and that stress occurred typically at strains of
ductile regime, the line on which fracture stresses 3 to 4. 10-'. The value of k. for compression, on
of fine-grained ice would be expected to lie may be the other hand, was based on the maximum stress
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Nalues achieved, and these were reached after con- same material. From [he limited compression data
siderably more strain. 2.5 . I0' at least. It is not described ,cre, a entaitie estimate of the yield
clear whether the grain boundaries should be more strength was made at around I MPa, which com-

or less effective in impeding slip propagation de- pares well with the tensile strengths. However, se-
pending on strain; however, this may be a signifi- rious questions remain as to the reliability of the
cant factor, determination. It is best to look as well to other

The second possibility has to do with the studies for data which may be applied.
strength differential (SD) effect. In materials that Carefully controlled constant deformation rate

exhibit this phenomenon, the yield stress in ten- compression tests have been carried out by Mellor
sion is lower than the yield stress in compression, and Cole (1982)on fine-grained ice. A characteris-
and an analysis presented by Hosford and Allen tic common to all of the tests is a "knee" or local

(1973) shows tha; twinning and directional slip maximum in the stress-strain curve, as setched in
could be the underlying processes. Moreover, their Figure 35. This was accompanied by a high rate of
model predicts that the effect would be seen in a cracking as indicated by acoustic emission moni-
randomly oriented polycrystal of an anisotropic toring, and was identified as the yield stress for the
material, which aptly describes the ice tested here. material. The stress level at this yielding was 2.5 to
If. as according to the theory, shear in one direc- 3.0 MPa for ice tested at - 10°C and a strain rate
tion occurs more easily than in the other, the ef- between 10-' s and 10-' s". Clearly this indicates

fect of this ca the Hall-Petch slope k, can be iden- that fracture stresses near I MPa are occurring at
tified by looking closely at the parameters that dic- a significantly lower level than that at which
tate slip propagation. Eshelby et al. (1951) show macroscopic yielding begins.
that Although there is no doubt that the effect seen

by Mellor and Cole is real and reproducible in
T (+<in t,, their tests, consideration of the physical processes

= = + < > -underlying it leads to the conclusion that this yield

"knee" should not be interpreted as the onset of

where s is the critical stress to cause dislocation plastic flow. Since cracking activity has already

slip. This expression is analgous to the Hall-Petch begun, the dislocation theory of th, fracture
equation, where 7, is the lattice's frictional resis- model says that dislocations have already been
tance to slip resolved to a shear component, (is the flowing extensively in the crystallites and have
dislocation pileup length, and the coefficient of caused pileups significant enough to cause crack
S'" is kY in a basic form. In thi, coefficient, ,-m> formation. In other words, the yield stress, as in-

is an orientational parameter for polycrystals. G is dicated by the beginning of plastic flow, has been
the shear modulus, b is the Burger's vector of the reached and exceeded.
dislocations, and r. is the critical shear stress to
propagate slip by boundary penetration. If the SD
effect arising from directional slip is reflected
totally in the term ri, then no difference in k. will
be seen. On the other hand, if the directional slip
is manifested to some degree in the shear-reatedI
7 term, 'then a corresponding influence on k. will \

result. *\

Which, if either, of the two proposed explana- I \8 (AE)

tions for a differential in the ky values is more like- \

ly cannot be decided here, nor can 'he magnitude
of the effects be assessed. Further tests may pro- ,,

duce better compression data at low strains that
allow a comparison without the possible influence
of strain on slip propagation or of the strength dif- -

ferential effect. 1 to

The theory reviewed in the Background section S." 1%V

predicts that if the fractures in this series of tensile Figure 35. Typical stress-strain curve
tests were of a brittle nature (occurring as plastic showing yield "knee" in compression,
flow was beginning) the tensile strength should be sketch of cracking rate shown alongside
equal to the compressive yield strength for the (Wellor and Cole 1982).
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No fractures large enough to be seen were pro- following conclusions:
duced in the tensile tests, but acoustic impulses I. The ice specimen preparation technique
from some source were detected. Results of tests used, as well as the tensile loading equipment
on commercial ice single crystals deformed in developed, givs reproducible results for un,-
compression at - 10°C and at stresses of I to 2 axial tensile tests.
MPa show neither acoustic emissions (at a gain of 2. A dependence of the tensile strength on
66 dB) nor visible fractures during deformation average grain size exists in the range d = 1.0
(St. Lawrence and Cole 1982). This indicates that to 7.3 mm, with grain size decrease resulting
the presence of grain boundaries is a major factor in strength increase. The grain size depend-
in producing emission-generating phenomena. As ence of tensile strength is consistent with the
suggested by St. Lawrence and Cole, low energy Hall-Petch equation.
(low amplitude) emissions may be generated by 3. Significant acoustic emissions are gen-
small intracrystalline fractures associated with crated in the ice prior to total specimen fail-
low-angle grain boundaries. In addition, very high ure in tension.
local stresses at the corners of faceted grains may, 4. Onset of acoustic activity at the 88-dB
at very low strains, produce short cracks whose gain level occurs at about 0.4 MPa.
lengths may not necessarily reflect the size of the
grains. There is yet much debate over the sources
of low energy acoustic emissions detected during SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
ice deformation.

With the limited data available, a sound judg- I. Tensile tests over a range of strain rates
ment cannot be made regarding what the onset of would reveal the relative inhportance of strain rate
acoustic emissions means in terms of the onset of to strength. These tests would assist in finding
yielding. However, the reproducibility of the ten- where the brittle/ductile transition lies in the tem-
sile strengths and their agreement with the theory perature-grain size-strain rate relationship.
warrant a closer look at what the criterion for 2. Similar tests performed at other temperatures
yielding should be. would help the understanding of the effect of tem-

As stated earlier, the strength differential effect perature on ice behavior. The range between O°C
could be a factor in the observed difference be- and - 10C is one in which mechanical behavior is
tween tensile and compressive yield strengths. The expected to be especially sensitive to temperature.
ratio of the two in a hexagonal metal (zirconium) 3. The occurrence of m;crofracture could be
has been shown to approach a factor of two (Man- better characterized in future tests by incorporat-
nan and Rodriguez 1973). This information, in ing an acoustic emission detection system capable
conjunction with the SD effect . t applies to the of recording the amplitude distribution of impuls-
difference between ky in tension and in compres- es and estimating the location of the acoustic emis-
sion, point to this area as one where further study sion source in the specimen.
may prove productive. 4. Strain rate in the uniaxtal tests should be very

The acoustic data which have been presented closely controlled. Test techniques should result in
here repre! ent to the author's knowledge, the first the application of a truly constant strain rate, par-
such results for polycrystalline ice tested in uniax- ticularly at the start of the test.
ial tension. To date, the premise has been that
complete specimen failure would result from the
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APPEND)IX A: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SEED) GRAINS

Table AlI compares the average grain size d as Table Al. Average grain size
measured by the line intercept method with the compared with sieve windows
sicee indows rrom which the sample seeds came, from wshich seeds come.
Note that except for the very fine snowh-grains, the
di according to the intercept method was signifi- Se~o ,ze, IAW -4,x

centlv lower than the anerage size of the sieves oJm, i"n. e

from between wshich the grains came.
As mentioned in the Seed Grains section, ano- 0.42- 0.83- I) 1

malous grain growth was seen in sample made 0.83- 19 i 1 I'M

from snoA seeds of 0.42- to 0.83-mm diameter. 1.70 2.00 i 6 086~
The grain size as measured by the intercept 2.36- 4 001 2 6 0.62
method was 1.0 mmn, significantly larger than the 4.00- 4.76 3.4 0 78
average of the seeds. Figure Al shows a thin sec- 4.76- 5.66 4.2 0.1
tion of an untested sample made with these fine 5.66- 6.30 4 0 75

6.30- 7.93 5.2 0.73
grains. The very fine crystals seem to have pre- 7.93- 9 2 A.9 0 6'
vailed in the central region, but a wide perimeter 9.52-11.2f 6.3 0.61
shows significantly larger grains. One explanation 11.20-12.70 7.3 0.61

is that many of the very tiny se.,d crystals melted *Large windows (sct Wed Grains setion).
during flooding, leaving fewer nuclei which then
grew to corre, .ndingly larger volumes.

Figure AlI. Thin section of untested fine-grained
sample (seeds 0.42 to 0.83 mm).
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-After straining in tension, a sample male from pies made of seeds 0).42-0-83 mm in diameter, i.
the smallest seeds exhibited very significant grain presumed to be caued by ,train-induced re t 'al
gtowth ne' he end tones (see Fig. A2 and A3). litation. The contical shape of the zone could be an
These regions of grain grow th seem to be hollow, indication of the was in which sire', is distributed
cones about 60 mm high, with their bases at the in the ends of the specimen, the recr%,talhied
end caps, and ha j., about the same diameter a, regions being those experiencing a higher ties,
the sample. This phenomenon, seen only in san, and thus undergoing larger strains.

f-t.ure .12. (Cross set'ion . it1,-

grained sanfi,e (seeds 0.42 t, it ,0
initni after "es ( setlirri iuAet'I a h l i

I~~mm ct~cmlfromt end c'all. %,(ae, tlrv, a ~vulu,
'here" %ilt~(anit eram t lh has ,

1 urred.

Figure .43. Cro,, section (f fine-
grained samnple /seed% 0 42 it 08?3
inin) after test, ectiori ien .;n Ii, 4

ctnfron end cap. %,e annulusto

t I enlarged gruin is %roiler tha," in s r'
10mm .42, reflecnmg cirnuil ,hojsw I re

34Zerf regis,,,
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APPENDIX 8: THIN-SECTIONING PROCEDURE

The entire process of thin sectioning a sample the sample was carefully sawed away on a band
for analysis was carried out in a coldroom at saw. A square fence was used on the saw table to
- 10C. The plane of the sample to be investi- guide the glass plate very closely to the blade, al-

gated was exposed by cutting the specimen as lowing the thin section remaining on the glass to
smoothly as possible on a band saw. A common be reduced to 3 mm or less in thickness.
practice for convenient handling of the sample In order to make the crystal structure of the
was to saw out a thick plate I to 2 cm deep with sample clearly visible, the section was reduced in
the plane of interest on one face. This exposed thickness even further using a microtome. The mi-
area was then flattened and polished by rubbing crotome is an instrument which has a smoothly
vigorously on a piece of carborundum mesh- sliding platform underneath a horizontally
screen lying on a smooth bench top. mounted razor-sharp blade. The platform rises,

A clean glass plate large enough to cover the depending on adjustment, up to 20 #Lm each time it
polished surface was then chosen to support the is pulled back and then pushed forward under the
thin section. The glass plates were cleaned with blade. The thin section was placed on the carriage
Micro brand liquid laboratory glass cleaner as ex- with the glass side down and held in place either by
periments showed it to be quite effective in remov- means of a vacuum applied underneath it or by
ing dirt and grease from the glass. Water would freezing a bead of water around the edges of the
readily wet the surface without channeling or glass. The carriage level was then set so that the ice
beading. A clean, easily wetting glass surface was was nearly in contact with the blade and subse-
found to be important in preventing entrapment quent reciprocation of the sled shaved very thin
of voids or bubbles as the specimen was frozen on. layers off the section. The ice thickness was re-

The glass was placed on an electric hot plate duced in this manner to about 0.5 mm.
that had been brought to a temperature quite For viewing and analysis, the thin section on its
warm to the touch. Immediately the polished sur- glass mount was placed between crossed Polaroid
face of the ice sample was placed on the warming sheets and illuminated with white light. In this
glass. Within a few seconds the ice/glass interface configuration, each region of constant crystallo-
began to appear wet through melting of the sam- graphic orientation (i.e. each grain) had a differ-
pie, and very quickly the entire interface was It- ent brightness and usually a different color than
quid. As soon as this had occurred, allowing as lit- neighboring regions of different orientations.
tie additional melting as possible, the glass and Hence the grain structure of the polycrystal in the
sample were removed from the hot plate and particular plane of the section was easily seen.
placed immediately on a cold aluminum block. The convenience of analysis by cross polariza-
The sample and the glass were always kept pressed tion of transmitted light is made possible by the
together so that the liquid layer froze to bond the fact that ice is a birefringent crystal. For an in-
two firmly together without voids being intro- depth discussion of the optical properties of the
duced. material, the reader is referred to a text by Hobbs

As soon as freezing was complete, the bulk of (1974).
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APPENDIX C: DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION

The displacement transducers (DCDTs) were calibrated at - 10 *C. according to a
dial micrometer accurate to within 0.0025 mm. Power at 6-V d.c. was supplied by the
same source used in actual testing. and output was read with a digital voltmeter. Cali-
bration runs were made both with the core moving downward out of the barrel and up-
ward into it, to simulate both tension and compression. The output for both modes
was found to be a linear function of displacement if kept within the range of ±4 V.
and all testing was carried out well within these bounds. Calibration data are tabulated
in Tables Cl and C2 and plotted in Figures Cl and C2.

Table CI. Calbratlo data for Table C2. Calbraton data for
DCDT S/N I2]l. DCDT S/N 197197.

PosifIon 'O1s Oit Volts out POsNIou Vlts O1 1,ils out
tia.) (down (up)) M. (.dow) Imp)

0.440 - 3.831 - 3.142 0.430 - 4.092 -4.0119
0.450 - 3.225 - 3.234 0.440 3.509 - 3 516
0.460 - 2.616 -2.629 0.450 - 2.923 - 2.92
0.470 - 2.006 -2 016 0.4A0 - 2.339 - 2.344
0.480 - 1.393 - 1.403 0.470 - 1.749 - 1.753
0.490 -0.781 -0.792 0.480 -1.157 -1.162
0.500 -0.170 -0.176 0.490 -0.565 -0.570
0.510 +0.445 +0.437 0.500 .0.027 .0.024
0.520 +1.058 + 1.052 0.510 0617 +0.614
0.550 + 1.671 .1.667 0.520 + 1.207 + 1.205
0.540 +2.285 +2.278 0.530 + I 797 + I "
0.550 +2.896 +2.891 0.40 + 2.M3 +2.132
0.560 +3503 +3.497 0.550 +2.964 +2.969
0.570 +4.101 +4.104 0.560 +3.48 .3.546

0.570 4.120 +4.124
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Fiure Cl. Calibration of DCDT S/N 10281.
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FIore C2. Coibrion of DCDT S/N 197197.
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